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entrepreneurship.
When Cody McLain was in middle school, he started his first
web hosting company. He didn’t have grand plans; the company just
seemed like a good way to make some money and distract himself
from his daily life as a young man with undiagnosed Aspergers. He
needed distraction. At school, he struggled to connect to his peers,
who ignored or worse, bullied him. Things at home were rough, too:
Cody had lost his father to alcoholism two years before; now his
mother was headed down the same path. The family scraped by on
welfare and the support of Cody’s grandfather.
That first company turned out to be so much more than just a
way to pass a dull summer. Cody found he had a knack for entrepre‐
neurship. All his life, he’d been fascinated by systems—the intricate
world of a video game, schematics of a jumbo jet in a plane crash
documentary—and a company, he discovered, was a kind of system,
a complex arrangement of moving parts that functioned as a whole.
The process of building a company simply made sense to him.
Cody continued growing his business through high school. In
the real world, Cody couldn’t keep his life from falling apart: his
mother’s alcoholism became crippling and her health deteriorated;
the family was evicted and forced to live in a motel; Cody ended up
in foster care when his mother was court-ordered to rehab; his
grandfather passed away suddenly, leaving Cody without the one
stable presence he’d ever known. But in the business world, Cody
was in control. During his junior year, he merged his business with

another small web hosting company. When his mother passed away,
Cody coped by devoting himself completely to his work, and so it
was devastating when they lost the company in an ugly lawsuit with
an investor.
But Cody didn’t stop. He knew what he was good at, and so in a
few months, he was at it again. Cody took all the tools he’d used
when he was thirteen and all the knowledge he’d gained in the seven
years since and threw himself into the new company. Within a year,
it was bigger than the previous company had ever been, and it
wasn’t much longer before he had offers from firms who wanted to
buy it. The company was Cody’s baby, but he knew enough now to
know when to let go. Ready for something new, he sold the
company.
Since then, Cody has started several new ventures, most recently,
an outsourcing company based in Austin, TX with operations in the
Philippines. SupportNinja (www.supportninja.com) handles the
customer support and back-office outsourcing for some of the
biggest names in Silicon Valley and grew to become a multi-million
dollar company in just a few years.
Today, Cody is focused on helping others define their own
adventure in life. He believes that no matter who you are or where
you come from, anything is possible if you set your mind toward it.

INTRODUCTION_

Dear reader,
When I was a kid, I looked at adults and thought they were
smart. I thought they surely knew what they were doing and that I
should listen to them.
Many years later I realized that was a load of horse-shit, and
pretty much everybody is trying to figure out how to live their life
and what is the right way to go around doing it.
There is no instruction manual for life; they don’t teach you how
to be a better person, how to live a better life doing less of what you
don’t want and doing more of what you love. All we can do is stand
on the shoulders of giants and learn from those who stood before us
by picking out what we believe are the best values and philosophies
to carry forth with ourselves.
The following writing was originally only intended to be a short
blog post, but it quickly ballooned into the mini eBook shown below.
I was inspired to write it after getting about 75% of the way through
one of the most groundbreaking psychology books of the modern
era, Thinking Fast, Thinking Slow.
I had made a profound revelation in how I had become the
person I am today. I never had any friends in school, was constantly
bullied, was in the lowest math class, had multiple business failures,
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constantly manipulated and screwed over by those I trusted,
dropped out of high school, had gynecomastia (man boobs) and
hated looking at myself in the mirror. I was a failure in every way,
shape and form and somehow I got through all those years of selfhate by simply having hope that I could be better someday.
The following pages are my journey of self-transformation in
how I become confident, self-compassionate, self-disciplined and at
the helm of my own multi-million dollar company.
Now this isn’t a “get-rich-quick” scheme or any of that
nonsense. This isn’t even a story in the traditional sense. It’s a mix
of psychology mixed with my own personal experiences. It’s my best
attempt at explaining how I went from a nobody to a somebody and
it’s my hope that you’ll be able to take something away from this
and start your own journey of self-transformation, whatever that
may be.

THE OPTIMAL SELF_

L

ast year I was amazed to watch myself transform into a
person I swore I never would be. I became a Starbucks
addict. It all started off very mundanely. I only went on
special occasions, but over time this voice developed that started to
say I should stop every time I passed by one—and where I live, that
is a lot of stops at Starbucks. Each time I went, I justified it in some
way. I had a long day; I didn’t sleep well last night; I worked hard
today! One day I looked at myself and realized I had become a
person I didn’t want to be. No conscious choice was made along the
way—it just happened. These are the snap judgements we make (do
I stop at Starbucks or drive on by) that form the habits we do every
day without thinking about them. But more than that, they show us
the core beliefs that frame our view of the world. The question is, is
it possible to train ourselves to make unconscious decisions that
form habits that make us into people more like what we want to be?
Better versions of ourselves, instead of worse?
Much of this comes down to habits. It’s shocking to consider just
how many things we do on a regular basis without ever stopping to
think about how we do them, let alone why we do them, if we
should even do them at all. It’s even more shocking to think about
how often we continue to do the same thing over and over, and
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somehow expect that our habits will magically change on their own.
There’s a quote largely attributed to Einstein (although nobody
really knows the source) which was popularized by Alcoholics
Anonymous in the 1980’s, “doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results.” When we never stop to question the results
of our actions or decisions, we are largely letting this insanity
continue.
It’s only after we look ourselves in the mirror one day, do we
realize that we need to go to a gym. It’s only after losing our dissatis‐
fied job do we start looking for another one. It’s those times we look
back and knew something was coming and ask why we didn’t do
anything sooner.
The pertinent question is what to do about this. Is there a way to
help train our brains to form positive habits? Fortunately, it appears
that there is.

THE BRAIN’S SYSTEMS_

H

uman beings can act infuriatingly irrational at times. I’m
sure all of us can think of times when we became angry,
let it get the best of us, and later regretted what we did or
said. How can humans, the most rational species on the planet,
sometimes act seemingly as anything but?
This question has long interested psychologists. Prior to the
1980’s, psychological scientists generally proposed that the human
psyche could be split into a rational and an emotional part. This
provides an easy explanation for why we can quite often ‘depart from
rationality’: in those moments we were simply abandoning our
rational side for our emotional impetus.
In 2011, Nobel Prize winning social psychiatrist Daniel
Kahneman published Thinking, Fast and Slow which summarized for
a popular audience much of his research over the past few decades.
In the book, Kahneman details his research which suggests that
suboptimal decision making is not caused by a corruption of our
rational nature by our emotions, but rather by underlying errors in
how we think and process information. Kahneman coined the terms
System 1 and System 2 to describe his model of decision making:
“System 1” is “the brain’s fast, automatic, intuitive approach,”
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whereas “System 2” is “the mind’s slower, analytical mode, where
reason dominates.”
Jonathan Haidt espouses a similar concept with his vivid illustra‐
tion of the “elephant and rider.” 1 Our emotions, says Haidt, are like a
large, rumbling elephant, capable of trampling anything in its path.
If you are at all like me, that analogy certainly makes perfect sense.
Rationality is less like a dominating monarch and more like a rider
on top of the elephant. It can direct the elephant and influence it,
but the elephant will ultimately do what it wants. In this analogy,
things work best when the elephant and the rider work in sync with
each other. If you have ever watched the absolutely fascinating sport
of elephant polo, you would see that it is possible. For our purpose,
we are going to refer to the fast-response System 1/ Elephant as
“Intuition” and the slower, analytical System 2/rider as “Reason.”
Reason is how we tend to identify ourselves: “When we think of
ourselves, we identify with System 2 [Reason], the conscious, reasoning self that
has beliefs, makes choices, and decides what to think about and what to do.” 2
However, despite this view of ourselves, it is probably not Reason
that steers much of our decision making. “The idea is that System 1
[Intuition] is really the one that is the more influential; it is guiding [Reason], it
is steering [Reason] to a very large extent.” It is a bit disconcerting,
although not entirely surprising, to consider the idea that how I
identify myself and how I actually act might be at odds with each
other a large part of the time.
Modern Psychology refers to this theory for why we act illlogically as Logical Fallacies and Cognitive biases. The
phenomenon has been demonstrated in repeatable studies on
everything from the “Marshmallow experiment” to the conditioning
of “Pavlov’s dogs.” It is also responsible intuitive responses such as
the “sixth sense” in firefighters and “gut feelings” for all of us.
Herbert Simon, an early researcher of cognitive psychology,
described our Intuition as follows: “The situation has provided a cue,
this cue has given expert access to information stored in memory, and the
information provides the answer.” What Simon is proposing is that our
Intuition is nothing more than recognition. Intuition is what
creates that “knowing without knowing” effect we experience in
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everyday life. It is Intuition hiding things it knows from our more
rational, thoughtful, Reason.
ARE WE IN CONTROL OF WHAT WE DO?

Environments have a significant effect on the “cognitive pathways” our
minds go down. For example, if I were to say the word EAT, for a
short period of time you would be more likely to complete the word
SO_P by saying SOUP rather than SOAP. In psychology, this effect
is known as “Priming,” or the “facilitative effects of some event or action on
subsequent associated responses.” 3 It is responsible for all sorts of associa‐
tion our minds make, and is an example of just one way our two
systems can unknowingly affect each other.
If you asked yourself where the answer to the question above
(intuitively) came from, your rational brain (Reason) will declare it
came from your own free will, uninfluenced by outside sources.
Here our conscious awareness is trying to explain the actions of our
subconscious by, in some sense, guessing. There’s a general
consensus among experts that our conscious awareness is stuck in a
kind of “thinking” mode. This means that we think we’re making
rational and logical decisions, yet in fact it turns out they weren’t in
hindsight.
In his groundbreaking book The Master and His Emissary (a
summary of which can be found in his 2011 TED talk entitled “The
Divided Brain”), psychiatrist Iain McGilchrist explores why all
animals have a brain divided into pieces. The anatomical anomaly is
one based on the necessity of multi-tasking for survival, he argues.
For example, a bird needs to be able to focus on all of the physical
interactions needed to eat a bread crumb, while still keeping an eye
out for nearby predators. If it could only do one at a time, its
chances of survival would be minimal. This curiosity has several
interesting consequences, one of which is that, while helpful for
survival, having a split brain does not facilitate inter-system commu‐
nication within the brain. For instance, in the case of stroke victims,
damage to the right hemisphere may cause the brain to completely
fail to acknowledge the existence of the left side of the body.
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Since the 1600’s, Europeans have used a technique invented in
Germany to locate resources, normally metals or water, called dows‐
ing. The rather strange process involves holding two metal (or some‐
times wood) rods parallel as one walks around. The claim is that, if
one can put themselves in the correct mental state of communion
with the ground around them, the rods will spontaneously cross
when standing over the sought after resource. While there are still
those that hold to the legitimacy of the practice, scientists suggest
that what is actually happening is an example of “the Ideomotor
effect.” This effect is when the subconscious unknowingly creates
small, undetectable movements based on an expectations or
suggestions. A more common example of this effect is the “magic” of
the Ouija board, where users will subconsciously draw their hands
towards one answer or the other.
How can something as overt as moving your hands happen
without your brain consciously commanding or even perceiving it?
How can subtle suggestions from our environment or even our own
expectations have such a huge effect on how we think without our
being any wiser? It turns out that our brains are not as united as we
might think, and this has very important implications for how we
make decisions. When you are driving your car and the upcoming
stoplight suddenly turns yellow, what makes you decide to step on
the brake or the gas pedal—and is it even a decision?
Our brains are a complex, divided system of conscious and
subconscious processes. These processes make up our two systems,
and it turns out these two systems are not great at communicating
with each other. This leads us to make decisions and take certain
courses of actions without really knowing why we did.

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS_
EXPERIENTIAL THINKING STYLE
(INTUITION)

I

n a 2011 study 1, Paul Norris of Pacific University and
Seymour Epstein of the University of Massachusetts explored
thinking styles and their relationship to characteristics such as
intuition, emotionality, imagination, humor, and others. 2 They
attempted to separate these traits between experimental thinking
style (Intuition) and rational (Reason). The results of their study are
replicated below:
Positive Attributes
High level of intellectual performance
Favorable interpersonal relationships
High meaningfulness in life
High social popularity
Low stress in living
High agreeableness
High self-esteem
High empathy
Positive world view
High spontaneity
Low neuroticism
Emotionally expressive
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Low depression
Good sense of humor
Realistic thinking
Imaginative thinking
Low anxiety
Good aesthetic sense
Conscientious
Creative
Open-minded
Open-minded
Less deficiency in describing emotions
High intuition ability
High personal growth
High intuition ability
High personal growth
High personal growth
High self-acceptance
NEGATIVE ATTRIBUTES

Difficult to sustain
Naïve Optimism
Dismissive relationship style
Pollyanna or stereotyped thinking
Unrealistic or superstitious beliefs

That is certainly of impressive list of Positive traits, and a less than
enticing list of negative ones. Imagine what it would be like if you
could possess all the positive attributes, while avoiding all the pitfalls
of the negative ones! What type of person could you be? This raises
the interesting question: could this be possible if we increased the
communication between our two systems? Would this allow us to
create the most optimal version of ourselves? And second, if one
wanted to do this, should they start by augmenting Intuition or
Reason?
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FORMING HABITS

Kahneman in Thinking, Fast and Slow mentions that “What I find inter‐
esting is that this System 1, or Intuition, gut feeling, or whatever you want to call
it has a huge sway in our lives.” He is confirming what we suspect based
on our own personal experience. Our Intuition, our System 1, has
considerable influence over our habits, often an influence we never
take the time to realize. Every time we wake up—all the decisions
that we make as we go about our day—we are on autopilot most of
the time. We don’t have to think about how we are going to brush
our teeth, get to work, or when or how to eat. They are habits that
we learn over time, and our brain takes care of them without much
attention on our part.
Habits are a zero-sum game. If you don’t form good habits,
chances are you will fill the void with bad habits. If you don’t read
at night (or do something equally productive), most likely you are
going to fill that time with surfing Facebook or watching Netflix
shows in sequence. The reason for this is that bad habits are easier;
they normally take very little energy at all. When you don’t strive to
form good habits, you doubly-lose out by gaining a bad habit in its
place.
Deep down inside, as human beings—we all have this desire to
be a better version of ourselves. To be a better friend, husband, wife
—human being! Who would you be if you were the ultimate version
of yourself ? The truth is that our bad habits form in the same way
that good habits do. As we live our lives, we pick up bad habits
which our brain acts out without our thinking about it. So before we
can start increasing the number of positive attributes, a good place
to start is by practicing minimizing the negative ones. After all, to
make space in your brain for a good habit, you are probably going
to have to push out a bad one that was occupying it.
Consciously trying to change our habits can be a painful
process. Too often, we allow our Intuition to dictate our lives, like a
dog that pulls around its owner. A Reason override of Intuition can
happen by coercion, but it is not easy. Rather than trying to ratio‐
nalize away our bad habits, we need a way to reform our Intuition
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so we no longer do by impulse what we would prefer not to. In other
words, if we can train our Elephant to want to go the right way by
habit, our rider doesn’t have to pull at the reigns as much to make
sure it doesn’t know over some trees.

FROM IMITATION TO
TRANSFORMATION_

E

xplaining the unknown and seeking to be more connected
with ourselves and the world around us has been a human
obsession as old as time. This innate desire can be found in
the writings of many of the world’s oldest philosophers. A personal
favorite of mine is Alexandria, who wrote around 20 BCE about
“spiritual exercises" involving attention and concentration. This same
ancient desire is evident today with the emergence of practices such
as Meditation, Yoga, and even the use of Psychedelics, all of which
serve as some way to be more mindful of who and what you are.
These practices enhance our sense of awareness about our lives and
actions. They give us realistic pictures of the type of people we are.
Sadly, it often takes a moment when we look in the mirror and don’t
like the person we see for us to gain this awareness. It’s often only at
these “crises cross-roads” when we become aware of the series of
unfortunate events that led to the crises in the first place.
But what if I told you it didn’t have to be this way? What if you
could gain that awareness without the crisis? What if you could be
connected to your desires, emotions and thoughts on a whole new
level? What if you started to teach yourself to be a silent observer of
your own actions? What if those philosophers of old were actually
on to something useful for modern life?
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Are you sure you want to know?
THE POWER OF REFLECTION

Reflection. That’s it. No complicated self-help mumbo jumbo. Just
reflection.
You see, when you start to force yourself to think about your
day, or week, it gives you a greater sense of awareness, the result of
which gives you greater control over your actions. If you start to
spend time thinking about why you do certain things, or why you
have certain beliefs, and combine that reflection with knowledge
from reading books about psychology, habits, mindset, philosophy,
etc. you’re able to start self-correcting.
The most popular strategy for achieving success or improvement
is imitation. It seems simple really: just find a successful person in an
area you want to be more successful in, try to extrapolate what
strategy for success they followed based on their actions or an inter‐
view they gave, and imitate that strategy in your own life, convinced
that success will inevitably follow for you as well. The problem with
this approach is that you are only seeing a small piece of the puzzle.
This strategy, incidentally, is why we have so many rich people with
shitty personalities. They found financial success by copying a
strategy for making money. Money, as they say, can’t buy happiness,
or make you a person that others— or even you—want to be
around. How much better would it have been if they had built a
plan for financial success into a larger plan of “life success”?
The key, as we just mentioned, is Self-awareness, not imitation.
This book is meant to help you discover the same things I learned
about myself, and not just to give a step-by-step manual for you to
imitate. By developing a sense of self-awareness, we can transcend
imitation to actual life transformation. One reason why meditation
has become so popular today is that it teaches you to be more aware
of your actions as you take them, something that is dangerously
lacking from many people’s lives. Most of us go through life with a
general idea of thoughts and ambitions. We take what we learn and
then make decisions on the fly (Intuition), often only hopping from
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one point of the journey to the next, without really knowing what’s
off in the distance. If we take time to reflect on what we already
know, and connect ourselves with those inner desires, then we can
create a map that will at least outline where we’ve gone and what
direction the wind is sailing. As AA taught us, if we don’t know
where we want to go, how can we ever expect to get there?
I’d like to share with you my journey to clarity on who I wanted
to be and where I wanted to be going. Specifically, I’d like to show
you how using the learning method of “Active Recall” helped me
rethink my live, experience the depth of my emotions, and think
through my life experiences. Doing this on a regular basis has given
me an unwavering sense of purpose and direction. But first I’d like
to share with you the person I was before many years ago, before I
had any success, and thought of myself in general as a failure,
who’d never be successful, who’d never have any friends and would
live in the background of history.

THE REAL ME_

I

was that shy kid in school who never really fit in or had any
friends for that matter. My parents died when I was very
young—all I had was me, my little dog and my business. I
didn’t have any family, or any friends to carry me along. My identity
was wrapped around the company I had built, and it was all I had.
Then I lost my business over a shady deal. Needless to say, it left
me devastated. In the next few months I found myself questioning
my competence, and I quickly became lonely and depressed. I even
saw a psychiatrist, but their only solution was to prescribe Prozac,
which I couldn’t bear to take. I didn’t know what to do, and I was
sinking further and further into the pit I was in.
Then, one night, I realized I had just gone the last 6 months of
my life without any human interaction—other than the person at
the grocery checkout counter. I was at what I felt had to be life’s
bottom, and almost suicidal. It was in this moment of utter despair
and darkness, when I had nobody to talk to, that all I could do was
open notepad and write down my thoughts.
That was it.
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REVELATION

Nothing changed much in the coming weeks. I carried on with the
same routines and mindset; I truly thought my future was bleak and
utterly hopeless. Over time though, I found that I liked these weekly
journaling sessions. It was only a few minutes a week, but it forced
me to pause and reflect on my anxieties, my self-destructive behav‐
ior, my self-pity. Eventually, I realized that I was crying out to people
in subtle ways; I was in a state of distress trying to get other people
to help me. I didn’t realize any of that, tough, until—I did. I wanted
someone else to fix my problems and make everything fine. Then I
started asking if I could help myself instead of trying to plea for
others to do so for me?
I was lonely, so I started to challenge myself to get out more. I
felt like I wasted too much of my day, so I started reading articles
about productivity. Many of the articles started to recommend
books which made me think more. I started to make small changes,
layer after layer. For example, I bought a Kindle, thinking having it
would make me read more often, but it took a year before I even
opened it.
My weekly reflection helped me realize that, with so many days
where I felt like I accomplished nothing, would 30 minutes a day to
read a book really be so hard to ask? (Maybe I’ll just read 30
minutes tomorrow) It was difficult for the first 15 minutes, but then I
did the same the next day, and the next day after that. I had ratio‐
nalized to myself that I’ll have many years to keep working, but in
order to make my future self more happy and successful, I’d need to
devote just a little time each day to improving that future part.
Once I started reading, a whole world began to open up to me
of improvements I could make to me life. Maybe it would be better
if I didn’t stay up till 3am playing video games or mindlessly
browsing Reddit. Next I read a little about nutrition, and promptly
dropped my morning bowl of sugary cereal for three scrambled
eggs.
None of the changes were major, but I felt that the world had
become a game. Where once I lacked motivation, now I was moti‐
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vated to change myself. Every time I would discover something
about myself that I could improve upon how I thought or acted, it
felt like a small win. Each new skill or habit I acquired felt like I had
leveled up my real-life character. Suddenly, instead of wallowing in
sorrow, I felt that, with a little bit of effort, I was on the road to a
better place.

MIND TRICKS VS INNER FLAME_

O

ver the course of a year, I went from being depressed and
helpless about my life to feeling like I could take over the
world! I had fanned my inner flame and changed my
mindset about myself and the world I lived in. Now, of course
things were not all sunshine and rainbows. I found though that by
changing my perspective, even if my circumstances remained the
same, how I perceived them was totally different. Instead of feeling
like I was stuck in my job and life was on a slow decline, I now felt
that I could do and achieve anything I set my mind to. All of this
change began with a little bit of reflection, a tad of meditation and
the continued focus on self-development.
Many of us, when trying to develop better habits, try using a
“Mind Trick” as a means of getting our brains to change. This could
be rewarding yourself for success. More often, it takes the form of a
punishment for failure, such as public humiliation, or using a loss
aversion site such as Stickk.com or 21habits.com.
Modern mystic Eckhert Tölle describes in his book The Power of
Now the process by which Alcoholics Anonymous integrates faith
and religion into its program for helping alcoholics overcome addic‐
tion. Addicts to any bad habit often can do very well for a time, only
to go spiraling back down during times of stress of depression.
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Because of this, AA holds that belief in a vital power is necessary to
lean on to get through times of evil temptation. However, I (like
Tölle) don’t believe that you need faith in any outside force to get
through those temptations; you simply need faith and self-accep‐
tance in yourself.
All types of coercion, including Mind Tricks, are rarely
successful in really helping people change. More than tricks, what
you really need is inner faith in yourself, and then through empathy
and understanding, you will connect with that initial flame which
sparked the change in the first place. This is why so many “New
Year's Resolutions” get repeated every year. To say you have a goal of
weight loss, or to be a $10 million dollar company at the end of the
year means absolutely nothing without finding the deeper meaning
behind the goal. What is driving your desire?
Eventually, the day will come when you just don’t care about
whatever goal you felt so strongly about in the past. You need to
account for this by ensuring there is a deeper, underlying connection
to why you want this habit, challenge, or task in the first place.
Without this, the flame will inevitably fizzle out that once burned so
brightly inside of you. Sadly, most of us never take the time to make
a true connection between what we do and why we want it. We
never stop to relish in the feelings—to remind ourselves why we
want to feel better. We never give ourselves the self-respect we so
desperately crave. We’re constantly disconnected from our thoughts
and Intuition.
Have you ever noticed that when you try to force your opinion,
or even what are actual facts, on somebody else, they tend to close
up and hold onto their beliefs even tighter? However, if you
approach them with an open, sympathetic, and understanding
manner, then they’ll be much more likely to change their opinion.
Even with an understanding approach that attempts to understand
their position that of itself probably won’t cause them to change
their opinion. It will, however, plant a seed that they can explore on
their own. Quite often, when somebody has a change of heart on
something, it’s because they took whatever you said, thought about
it, and then formed their own conclusion independent of yours.
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Our Elephant works exactly in the same way, and if we’re
constantly trying to trick ourselves, or use willpower to resist that
cookie, then what’s really going on is our rider is trying to force itself
upon the Elephant. You might win every now and then, but it'll be a
hollow win as you’ll slip right back into the same pattern as before.
So all this made me realize that if I wanted to change, I needed
to convince myself, not force myself. After understanding the role
our Elephant plays, I knew I had to figure out what it was I really
wanted, and ask the question - why?

THE SECRET_

I

like documentaries, especially those that manage to change the
way I think. If you really want to have your mind blown,
spend a Saturday afternoon watching a four-part documentary
series released in 2002 by the BBC called "The Century of the Self.” It
just might flip your world upside down, as it did mine. A more
recent (2016) documentary explores the concept of “Minimalism,”
which is essentially the opposite ideology from the consumerism
we’ve all been taught to seek. These two documentaries opened my
eyes to how much governments and corporations exert an unreal‐
ized influence on our expectations of who we should be and what
will make us happy. The effect of all of this is that often we allow
others to dictate to us what standard we should measure ourselves
by, instead of coming up with that standard ourselves.
I personally have never met a depressed person who also worked
hard to be successful. Why is that? What role does how you think
about yourself have in what you can accomplish? My thinking in
this area has been significantly formed by 2006 documentary adap‐
tation of the book by the same name (and released the same year),
“The Secret,” which detailed the “New Thought” movement about how
thinking can shape reality. Part of the discussion in the documentary
centers on the need to think about your desires or what you want to
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have. Unfortunately, most of what we think we want ends up not
really being what brings us happiness. This is partly due to the unre‐
alized influence that corporations and governments have in control‐
ling its population (see the two documentaries mentioned above).
The Secret has managed to change the lives of many who have
adopted its philosophy, as it has caused them to think about the
change they wanted to see in their lives, instead of just accepting the
way their life was. It’s a simple concept, but how often do you
daydream about your desires instead of actually, consciously,
thinking about them and how you could obtain them?
However, the whole idea of the “Law of Attraction” which it
espouses has received a great deal of criticism, which I feel is justi‐
fied. The problem is that it champions the idea that that you just
need to spend enough time thinking and visualizing about what you
desire and the universe will conspire to give it to you.
Imagine putting a picture of a Lamborghini and a giant
mansion on your wall. You stare at the pictures longingly, thinking
about how great it would be to have them some day. The problem is
that this is only looking at the output of the success you think you
want. If you don’t spend time thinking about how you’re going to
actually get into a position to make that happen, then you’re oper‐
ating under blind faith. Envisioning where you want to be is a very
important first step of recognition, but it is only a first step, not the
destination. The Secret also leaves out, well—a very important secret:
you first need to address your mental picture of yourself, and the
habits and behaviors that cause you to form your self-destructive
behavior and thoughts.
Happiness, self-fulfillment, and self-acceptance are all pre-requi‐
sites of success. The difference that separates successful people and
unsuccessful people is their view of the world and themselves. Now,
it is very important to note here that successful can mean many
things and take many shapes—it does not by definition mean rich
and famous. Success doesn’t mean rich or famous to everyone, and
the moment you start thinking about what the successful version of
“you” would look like, then you’ve just begun your journey towards
becoming the best version of yourself.
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THE FIRST STEPS

When I first considered this, I asked myself what were the habits
and routines of other successful people? This gave me a baseline on
which to form my hypothesis about what I needed to start doing. A
great place to begin is the book Tools of Titans by Tim Ferris. Ferris’
goal was to track the methods, habits, and practices of different
types of successful people. A great place to begin is to find someone
who most relates to your inner desires for the type of success you
want to have. Follow them, study them, and understand how they
think.
As I read the book, one thing I noticed was that, apart from
meditation, almost everybody mentioned in the book also read on a
regular basis. This is because growth and learning has a snowball
effect. Whereas the high of getting a new phone is relatively short
lived, we can always look back with pride at the accomplishments
we’ve achieved through hard work and determination (and few
things are as long-lived as learning and good habit formation). Over
time, as we become more like the best version of ourselves, the little
voice in our head that told us we couldn’t do it is proven wrong.

“Your potential can far exceed your expectations”
–Cody McLain
What is your passion in life? Maybe you want to become an athlete,
a business owner, a creative whose name is known all over the world.
Stop letting all those easy excuses stop you from making that
happen. This is the difference between a successful person and the
one who is disappointed in themselves.
Too often, our Elephant comes up with some explanation to give
to our Rider about why we’re not pursuing our goals. We accept it,
and later on, end up having a mid-life crisis because we realized
we’re not where we want to be in life. One cause of this is that we
fail to catalog our thoughts, desires, and feelings as they occasionally
drift to our conscious awareness. A helpful way to capture these
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thoughts is to learn the GTD method by David Allen. Allen stresses
the notion that tasks or thoughts shouldn’t be left in your head,
where it will likely flounder before floating off into oblivion. It’s
possible to create a new habit of writing thoughts down, whether
that be in a task program or something as simple as water-proof
notes while you’re in the shower.
In my workflow article, I talk about how I process all this infor‐
mation on a daily basis. Essentially, I’ve created a feedback loop to
capture the tidbits that my Elephant gives me, the rider.
FIGHTING NEGATIVITY

Progress never comes as fast as we would like. Inevitably, we all have
moments of self-doubt and despair when we feel like we will never
get there. The important part is not to berate yourself, or to have
any dissatisfaction towards your inability to move towards your goal.
The moment you start disrespecting yourself, your ambitions fly out
the window. This is because you can be your only true advocate, and
if you start berating yourself, then there is nobody else to help you
get through the rocky parts.
You need to be able to catch negative self-hate. This is primarily
what CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) does. It makes you start
to question that negative self-talk. I have a sticky note on the
window of my shower so that I read it to myself every morning I
read it to myself. It reads “I accept myself unconditionally, right
NOW!” Say that enough times to yourself, and eventually you’ll
come to believe it to be true.
Renowned psychologist, Dr. Gabor mate talks about how people
should view their self-destructive behaviors and thoughts and how
we really should. We’re often our own worst critic and notice things
that others don’t. Then we tend to berate ourselves and this leads to
more of the behavior we don’t want. The correct way to deal with
our problems is with self-compassion, or as he calls it, the Stupidfriend.
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THE STUPID FRIEND

Let’s talk about this concept of the “stupid friend”. It’s a friend. It
helped you survive at a certain point, but it’s stupid because it can’t
learn. It doesn’t know that you’re no longer two years old, or four
years old. It just keeps pestering you with the same information. It
can’t help it; it’s a brain circuit programmed with a certain message.
Don’t fight it; notice it, notice that it’s there, and accept that it’s
there. Don’t make it wrong, but you also don’t have to believe it. Just
notice it; it’s an automatic thing that’s happening. “Oh yeah, there
you go again. I see, okay. Well, you did your role; you did your
service decades ago. Your services are just no longer required.” But
be compassionate with it, or in other words accept it. Don’t fight it;
accept it. Notice it and accept it.
Think about that addiction you have, your nihilistic thought
patterns, your inner judge. We’re constantly at war with ourselves
but that was a part of us that helped us survive at some point earlier
in our childhood. It’s like me telling you not to think of a pink
elephant, it’s pretty hard right? The more we resist our thoughts and
behaviors, the greater they increase in force. Instead of battling our
negative thinking we should embrace it like we would of a stupid
friend. It’s a friend that helped you survive at some point, but it’s
stupid and can’t learn. You’re no longer a child and it just keeps
pestering you with the same information. Don’t fight it, recognize it,
be present with the feeling, and accept that it’s there. Don’t tell it
that it’s wrong but don’t think you have to believe it. Just notice it,
“oh yeah, there you are again, I see, okay. You helped me a long time ago but your
services are no longer required.” Be compassionate with it, don’t fight it just accept the feeling, acknowledge and accept its presence.
Over time you’ll start to see that it gets quieter and quieter. It’s
not a matter of trying to fight the feeling, but being compassionate
with yourself even if that voice is telling you you’re the biggest
failure in the world.
The teacher Almaas says, “Your conflicts, all the difficult things, the
problematic situations in your life, are not chance or haphazard. They’re actually
yours; they’re specifically yours, designed specifically for you, by a part of you
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that loves you more than anything else. The part of you that loves you more than
anything else has created roadblocks to lead you to yourself. You’re not going to go
in the right direction unless there’s something pricking you in the side telling you
‘look here, this way’. That part of you loves you so much that it doesn’t want you
to lose the chance. It’ll go to extreme measures to wake you up. It will make you
suffer greatly if you don’t listen. What else can it do? That’s its purpose.” 1
Accept yourself as you are. Otherwise you will never see opportunity. You will not
feel free to move toward it; you will feel you are not deserving.
–Maxwell Maltz
Once you develop a greater awareness of your thoughts and
overall mindset, you need to foster more discipline to achieve the
things you want. However, first and foremost, being able to accept
yourself for who you are (bad habits/addictions/environment) is a
necessity before you can even begin to move in the direction of
accomplishing your desires and finding your true purpose.
When I first started networking, in some ways I was still trying to
learn how to socialize. I’d go to these bars where the events were
held, and sometimes the conversation would turn to talking about
people’s problems. I loved this, because something inside me really
wanted to help this person, and I would literally give them a 1, 2, 3
step process on what to do, which books to read, where to go. I’d
give them my cell number, but you know what?
Nobody ever called me back.
It took me many years to realize that people don’t go out
drinking to have somebody tell them how to solve their problems.
What they really want is somebody to sympathize with them,
because they haven’t yet accepted themselves for who they are and
what they’ve become.
The truth is most of us sit on our problems for years, waiting for
something to happen to us that will be the golden ticket to get us out
of our rut. What I’m saying is that there’s no need to wait for a
magical golden ticket, because the opportunity is available to you
right now. The alternative is a life bouncing between meaningless
desire and endless despair, hoping you will eventually find a better
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life for ourselves. That’s a life none of us want, and yet that’s a life
many of us find ourselves trapped in.
Once you stop chasing after the wrong things, you can chase
after things that are truly fulfilling and give true meaning.
Even in the absence of time pressure, maintaining a coherent train of thought
requires discipline. An observer of the number of times I look at e-mail or
investigate the refrigerator during an hour of writing could reasonably infer an
urge to escape and conclude that keeping at it requires more self-control than I can
readily muster.
–Thinking Fast, Thinking Slow

FIND YOUR REASON, KNOW
YOUR WHY_

W

hen I consider the possibility than some might look up
to my success, I find the whole prospect humorously
ironic, and a bit unnerving. At one point, when I was
beginning my journey, I looked up to others that I thought were
more successful than me as well—dare I say, I’ve even envied some
of them! At some point though, I realized that, despite their great
success, many of their lives were far from enviable. In fact, many of
them had lived which seemed full of “success” but devoid of mean‐
ing, a truly bad definition of success in any book.
Carrot and stick motivation systems have a certain allure. People
see some goal they want to accomplish, and they focus on the
reward or set negative consequences to get there. The problem with
this is it focuses entirely on an end; an end which is often fleeting in
its enjoyment. Focusing just on the goal often leaves people feeling
hollow on the inside in the long run. Simply acquiring something
that we desired does not bring us long-term happiness and gratifica‐
tion. It turns out that the means of reaching our goals can be as
important as the goal itself.
For this reason, you need to take a very close look at who you
want to imitate. It’s often those who puff themselves up the most,
who act big, tough and manly who have the most insecurities and
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dread out of all of us. Unfortunately, that has become a cornerstone
in our modern society. The acquisition of power, fortune or fame
takes on a whole new meaning when you, yourself are the one who
has put in the blood, sweat and tears for it. The path you take to
successful will determine the type of person you will be when you
get there.
It's not that I am saying that material things are bad, but they
too often serve as a substitute for true happiness. Too often though,
we’re unable to achieve true happiness, often because we are not
aware of what would make us truly happy. We settle too often for
artificial extrinsic uppers like food, drugs, addictions to the high
from sex, and even sports. They do bring us brief moments of
happiness, but also numb us to the growing sense of dissatisfaction
and emptiness.
Choosing the correct parameters for satisfaction is vitally impor‐
tant. It’s not about how smart society says we are, or what family we
were born into. The moment we put extrinsic factors aside and truly
are present with ourselves, and who we are and where we want to be
—magic starts to happen. That is when we can start to see who we
really want to be and the way to get there.
Now I didn’t intend for this to get all Tony Robbins up in here,
but this is a profound life realization I personally made. It’s the
equivalent of figuring out a faster way of leveling up in the game we
call life. The key is to listen to our Intuition when it is revealing our
deep-seated desires and passions, while ignoring when it wants to
chase after short-term pleasures that make self-actualization
difficult.
KNOW YOUR WHY

“If you know the why, you can live any how.”
–Friedrich Nietzsche
I’m a member of a professional society for young entrepreneurs
called the Young Entrepreneur Council, or YEC. A fellow member
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posted this question in the message board: “Do you know your purpose
in life? I don't mean for your company, I mean your personal purpose. What
drives you? What gets you out of bed every day to make a difference?”
“How do I make my life better?” you might have asked yourself at
some point. This is one of the fatal flaws of most self-help systems—
focusing on only the How. If you want to do something, you need to
be fully in tune with the Why for that something. Having a greater
understanding for why we are seeking out our passions gifts us the
inner faith that guides us when we fall off the wagon.
What keeps us going after a failure—or a string of them? There
are so many motivational quotes about the need to keep on trying
no matter how many mistakes you make. However, a will to keep
going is often not enough. “Keeping at it” is often nothing more than
a way of rationalizing past mistakes, and those that do manage to
persevere do it on more than the principle of “keep on keeping on.”
Having an altruistic purpose can often be the motivational factor
that keeps us going after a failure. In other words, you need to know
the Why for your goals.
Spend some time thinking about why you want to be <insert
answer here>. Fame, Fortune, Power, Bliss, Love—or Logic? You
choose.
By the way, my answer to the question was this:
To empower innovation, technology and new ways of thinking with the
intent to have a positive and long-lasting effect on humanity.
While I recognize the importance of seeking happiness, I do not believe it
should be an end in itself. Happiness and achievement is a side-effect of doing
good work, and the best way to do good work is to believe that what you are doing
is meaningful. My company, SupportNinja is simply the foundation on which I
intend to build and amplify my impact.
At the end of the day, we’re all equally clueless about what we’re doing and
why we’re doing it. There is no clearly defined purpose to our lives. Therefore, the
most logical conclusion is to devote one’s life to improving the lives of others in
some way. I believe this to be possible by sharing what I’ve learned to be true;
while innovating on top of the ideas, philosophies, and technologies of those who
stood before me.
That’s my why. What’s yours?

DISCIPLINE_

“Whether you think you can, or you think you can't—you're right.”
–Henry Ford

W

riting this book has been a struggle for me, partially
because I constantly struggle with discipline. It was
certainly an uphill battle for me to develop good
habits, especially writing on a consistent basis. You might think that
exercising, reading, or meditating regularly sounds great, but isn’t
something you could ever do. Believe me, if I can do it, you can to.
Too often, we frame ourselves and our capabilities based on a
belief that we never question, but we ought to. Once I began to
accept myself, I connected with my ambitions and it changed the
very core of what I thought I was capable of. Some refer to this as
the “Growth Mindset.”
I realized that there is nobody else out there other than me who
can truly be the force for change in my own life. Only I can be the
captain of my own ship. This has become a constant reminder of
why I am or should be doing something. It was a big wakeup call;
the trigger that set the wheels in motion.
Ever since I started working on a computer, I have loved finding
new wallpapers, constantly swapping out the image on my desktop.
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I liked the idea of looking at these beautiful places in the world as a
reminder that there are still exciting places in the world to explore.
Many years later I realized that this desire to have beautiful land‐
scapes on my desktop was a reflection of my desire to actually see
the world and capture its beauty for myself.
Up to this point, the best camera I had ever used was my
iPhone, and I never thought much about photography. However,
realizing this connection caused me to set a personal goal of being
able to capture amazing photos. I spent some time researching and
ended up buying a DSLR, read a book, watched some YouTube
videos, and even bought an intro course to photography.
Two weeks later, I bought a ticket to Guatemala. I was scared
out of my wits, but I put myself in an uncomfortable situation and
took a ton of photos. Here’s a personal favorite from the trip:
The benefit with photography is you get instant feedback on
your photo. My inside voice, once full of doubt, started to say “wow,
that’s a really good photo.” The small wins encouraged me to challenge
myself even more, which led to more wins!
I mention this story because I was so quickly able to change an
internal perception I had of myself, that I couldn’t take good
photos. Using a DSLR, the mechanics of HDR or time lapses, and
all the editing involved could be (and was at times) overwhelming to
think about. However, after just one trip, my self-perception had
completely changed. Not only could I do something that not that
long ago I thought I could not, but I also had discovered an inner
desire at the same time.

ENABLING FEEDBACK LOOPS_

T

he quicker the reward we get from the activity we’re doing,
the easier it is to become addicted to it. This is the chal‐
lenge of forming good habits: the reward is normally too
far down the road for the elephant to see it. It much prefers the
instant gratification of Facebook and Video Games over finishing
work.
Herein lies the importance of establishing a positive feedback
loop with your habits. The more you succeed at forming good habits
(putting off an okay reward now for a greater one in the future), the
greater the challenges you give yourself, and the closer you get to
finding a sense of purpose. Habits, good or bad, are a collection of
the feelings we have about certain activities. We are conditioned to
avoid things that hurt and maximize the things that make us feel
good. Studies have shown that our Intuition can’t distinguish
between an activity and the experience which caused it. It’s just like
how recalling a past positive experience makes us feel good, because
the feeling has become attached to the experience.
A good way to start forming a positive habit feedback loop is by
thinking about an alternate choice you can make to replace a
tempting situation in the future. Then envision how much better
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you’ll feel afterwards after having made the right decision! Sooner
or later, your Intuition starts to gravitate towards the new choice as
it notices the good feelings associated with it instead. Combining
mental rehearsal with a deeper understanding for why you want to
go that direction can be just enough to get the wheel moving.
It’s important to ensure that you have a good foundational
model from which you can view the world and yourself. Being
connected with your intuitive side will open the door to your desires,
ambitions and everything else you seek in life.
Now, in order, from left to right, here’s how I approach forming
a new habit:

Here’s an example of my thinking that got me to form a habit
of reading more:
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I don’t just refer to “reading” or “running” as a habit, I like to call
it a Why Habit, because before I make a commitment to give it a go,
I meditate with myself on all the reasons I’d like to do it.
For example, I decided I wanted to run every day because I
wanted to lose weight. If I want to lose weight, might there be other
habits that could help me achieve that goal better? Do I want to lose
weight because I’ll be healthier or is it because I don’t like my body?
If the ladder, maybe I should practice a little more self-acceptance
before making the commitment.
Forming a habit of reading every day was very instructive to me.
After I had started to think it was a change I needed to make in my
life, I had to decide what I could commit to. I decided that I could
manage 30 meager minutes per day.
Now, you might be thinking:
1. I don’t have enough time to read
2. I don’t have the willpower to start a new habit
The truth is, either way, you’re right. If you haven’t convinced
yourself that it’s something you really want to do, then you shouldn’t
force yourself to try.
How did I convince myself that I wanted to read for 30 minutes
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a day? My life view flipped when I came to the realization that
“reading 30 minutes a day sucks, but it is part of this slow feedback loops that
eventually brings greater life success.” To be honest, reading a book can’t
compare to the quick dopamine hit that you get when you check
social media or hit refresh on your email one more time. However,
the “quick hit” will always leave you feeling empty. If you can hold
out, your brain will make the connection between the long term
effects and the activity. (Don’t forget though that “holding out”
requires continually reminding yourself of the “Why.”) The longer
you practice a habit, the more you will come to appreciate it.
Once you start reading consistently, eventually you’ll look back
at yourself a year or two later and think “WOW, I’m a lot smarter than
I was before, my life has improved in ways I can’t even explain!” At least, that
is what I have found. Reading is like many good habits, it has an
incredibly long feedback cycle, but once you experience that first
“WOW!” moment, I guarantee you’ll be hooked.

GROWTH THROUGH JOURNALING_

H

ow do you listen to your Intuition when forming habits?
I’ve found meditation to be a very helpful, making me
more aware of my subconscious driving forces. Coupled
with meditation, I’ve found journaling to be a vital part of the
learning process. I started off nonchalantly, but have now taken what
was once an off-and-on thing and made it into a regular habit. I’ve
found that these times of “forced reflection” to have greatly increased
my sense of well-being and purpose more than anything else. At the
end of the day, it comes back to awareness. If you able to identify
the hidden parts of yourself, you are better equipped to pursue your
life’s purpose, as well as handle life’s bumps that come along the way.
HOW TO FORM A JOURNALING HABIT
cd /usr/src
rm -fv csf.tgz
wget https://download.configserver.com/csf.tgz
tar -xzf csf.tgz
cd csf
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sh install.sh

When I was running my tech company, I became very familiar
with the use of scripts (.sh). Above is one that I used extensively for
setting up a new server at my hosting company. It might look short,
but the last line is actually a command to execute a list of prewritten commands to install a firewall. Maybe I’m such a fan of
habits partially because I learned the value of scripts. Habits, like
scripts, execute in sequences that are either associated with each
other, the time of day, emotion, a particular location, or a host of
other triggers.
For example, when you wake up in the morning you might make
some coffee, check your phone, brush your teeth and take a shower.
You probably have a specific order in which you do these things,
each item leading to the next; every prior action is a precursor
which spawns the next one.
It’s easier to try and attach new habits to the beginning or end
of a keystone habit already in your life. This could be going to lunch
at noon. It’s something you likely look forward to earlier in the day,
and it’s a solid foundation on which to add a simple new habit—like
spending the last 15 minutes before you go to lunch reading. If
you’re able to do this enough times, then you’ll eventually start to
associate reading with going to lunch, and it will feel unnatural to
eat before reading. Therefore, you should find an existing sequence
with a strong foundation, probably some part of your morning,
evening or work routine. Then start to implement new habits
around the foundational parts of your routine to slowly build up
what’s called a habit chain.
So you might be saying now “But Cody, establishing new habits is
hard, and I’m busy enough as it is!” We often lose our battle with tempta‐
tion throughout the day because willpower fluctuates. The trick to
forming habits despite the coming and going of willpower is to set
up specific rules or “if-then” type of scenarios. If you feel hungry
you’re going to eat X.
Creating new habits or routines is all about commitment. It
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requires a certain level of self-discipline that must be taught overtime by small nudges in the right direction.
Start by making tiny requests which lead to bigger ones. For
example, I established a daily journaling routine near the beginning,
middle and end of each day. Just like establishing any new habit, it
wasn’t as easy as just doing it. Rather I created a particular rule that
allowed me to meet the objective without being too difficult to main‐
tain. In the case of journaling, I setup a notification to appear on
my mac and created a mental rule not to dismiss it until I had
completed my journal.
THE GOLDEN RULES OF JOURNALING

I’ve done my best to find ways to make journaling as painless as
possible. A lot of this has been through finding excellent digital tools
for journaling and reminders (more on that later). As easy as Jour‐
naling can be, it is not always going to be something you want to do.
In order to form a strong Journaling habit, keep the two “Golden
Rules” of Journaling in mind.
Never Hit “Cancel”
Do you ever use your computer to read a long novel all at once?
No, of course not! I don’t know one person that has the discipline to
sit undistracted at their computer. With so many productivity apps
we keep bouncing back and forth, how often does any app actually
force you to pause and reflect about what you’re doing at your
computer.
You all know the scenario. You are busy working on something,
when a notification pops up. We are so used to swiping or clicking to
get it out of the way so we can keep working. Well, when it comes to
a habit like journaling, it is important to never hit the “Cancel”
button on your reminder.
The moment you grant yourself an exception is the moment
you start to let a little crack form in your habit. I have some incred‐
ibly busy days and it can be quite an inconvenience to stop and
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write out a reply, even if it takes a minute or two. As long as I never
allow myself to click that “Cancel” button, I’m forcing myself to
handle the message even on the days that feel the most stressful. If
it’s directly on top of something I’m working on, I’ll move the
window out of the way, sometimes even for another hour. But I
never violate the golden rule to cancel it. I’m essentially forcing
myself to pause and reflect on my day.
Mindless Journaling is Useless
While quickly writing in an answer because you’re in a hurry is
definitely better than nothing, the whole point is to take time to see
what your Intuition is doing. If you don’t take time to relive your
recent experiences (whether it be the last morning, day, or month),
or dig deep into asking why, then the value of the activity
diminishes.
TOOLS FOR JOURNALING

In my journey to form journaling habits and use it as a tool for life
change, I’ve experimented with a number of different tools and
techniques. I’ve compared many of them to try to determine which
are the best for life improvement.
Check out this article for a list of other great journaling apps
across different platforms.
DAYONE: MY FAVORITE JOURNALING APP

I started by journaling just once a week. Now, that once a week
habit has ballooned into a big collection of my thoughts every day.
In my earliest days I used notepad, but today there are a variety of
options like Evernote, OneNote and many more. Personally, I use a
Mac app called DayOne which I’ve found to be the best virtual
diary I’ve tried to date.
I try to maintain 3 daily keystone habits of Reading (Mind),
Exercise (Body) and Meditation (Soul). Enhancing this by pausing to
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reflect throughout the day ensures my actions are truly in-line with
my intentions. This is in large part why I love the DayOne app, as it
can be configured to provide reminders to do a quick journal at a set
time. I’m able to configure it to ask predefined questions, so all I
have to do is answer them.
Now, my journaling habit below is written from my perspective
in using this software, but the questions and way in which I use
DayOne can be applied across the board, no matter what you use,
even if that’s a pen and paper.
One reason I love DayOne in particular, is that I can create a
reminder to review my day. Here’s what the configuration screen
looks like:

The end result is a little pop-down notification like this:
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So why do I love these pop-down notifications so much? It all
comes back to establishing the habit in the first place.
JOURNALING FOR GRATITUDE

Self-help guru Tim Ferris popularized the “Five-Minute Journal” as a
short journal you fill out in the morning and evening. The purpose
is to train your brain to notice more of the positive events that
happened throughout the day, as we are often much better at
focusing on negatives than positives. It’s largely based on a series of
studies about gratitude. There’s a fascinating Ted talk which
discusses how such a journal can be more effective than taking anti‐
depressants!
A few years ago during a rough period of my life, I started
adding three things I was grateful for to my weekly journal, but
stopped once I was felt better. I picked up the habit again this year
by placing a small journal next to my bed. Since journaling is the
first thing I do right after waking up, or at least before I begin my
first real activity of the day, it forces me to ask what am I grateful
for, as well as what would make today a good day. Then, at the end
of the day, it makes me reflect on what went well and maybe even
how I could have made today better.
This small habit teaches the brain to start recognizing the posi‐
tive events that happen in our lives—all the small wins that might go
by without our noticing. Another neat way is to use what’s called a
“Gratitude Jar” where you put in little notes of all the wins that
happen throughout your life. Not only does looking at the jar help
fight negativity, but you can always go back later and read positives
from your past as a reminder.
The following is a list of the various journaling habits I’ve devel‐
oped over the years. It includes a Daily, weekly, quarterly and annual
review. Don’t get overwhelmed by the number of journaling habits I
have, as all it takes is for you to pick-up one and do it consistently.
Daily Review @ 6pm
I’ve configured DayOne to pop-down with the pre-written items.
I spend no more than a few minutes to write out how the day went,
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what’s going through my mind and I’ll give the day a rating of 1-5
by tagging the post.

1) Create a title for today’s workday.
Whether it’s Quantum Physics or your workday, having to
summarize something in a few words forces you to understand it
better (it is easier to describe something with a lot of words than
with a few). Creating a title helps you sort through the events that
happened today and encapsulate it.
2) What’s on my mind?
I used to ask myself what I did today, but I found it didn’t help
me reflect on my intuitive/emotional side. The question of what’s
on my mind inspires me to write down what I’ve been feeling today,
or where my headspace is at. It forces me to reflect on any anxieties,
angers, or frustrations I have.
If you feel like you had an unproductive day, write that down—
but write why you think it was unproductive. If you had a weird
interaction with a co-worker, write that down along, with your
biases, and judgements. The summary should include what as well
as why.
3) Rate today from 1-5 with a # tag
This is where DayOne becomes brilliant. Once I’m done writ‐
ing, I tag the entry with a number between 1-5. What this means is
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that you can search for all the days you rated a 4+ for example and
then see what happened on those days that made you happier
about it.
WEEKLY REVIEW @ SATURDAY

This is the mother-load. While I also do a yearly journal that is
more extensive, the weekly journal is the cornerstone of my reflec‐
tion habit. When I travel, I will occasionally skip a Daily Journal,
but I try to always do the Weekly Journal on time.
Here, I am going to describe what I include in the weekly jour‐
nal. At the end of the chapter, I will go into the technical details of
setting this up in an app.
1) Take a picture
First, I like to take a picture of myself, either on the webcam or
my phone’s camera as you’ll appreciate being able to look back at all
the pictures you took over the years to see who you were in the
moment of writing that journal entry. The ability to take a picture
with your webcam is another great feature of DayOne.
2) Copy Daily Highlights
After creating a new entry in my Weekly Journal, I’ll go back
through each Daily Journal and paste the “Daily Highlights” below
each day of the week.
3) How do I feel about the past week? What happened,
what could I have done better?
Summarize (I use text-to-speech from Dragon Dictate to make
this easier) your thoughts and feelings, and the things that happened
this week. This analysis gives an overview of what happened that
week and allows you to ruminate not only on the events, but also
their deeper meaning and importance to you.
4) What am I most thankful for right now?
Pick out the experience, person, or even thing that you’ve had
the most connection with this week. Maybe it’s how somebody
made you feel, or it’s an exploration of something you’ve been
thinking quite a lot about.
Sometimes it can be hard to find things on a daily basis that you
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are grateful for that carry much weight, but it shouldn’t be that chal‐
lenging to look back at your week and pick the moments that you
felt had the largest impact on you personally. Whatever brought you
feelings of happiness or accomplishment, relive that memory.
5) What progress did I make this week?
You should be constantly asking how you can become better.
What can you do to become a better person? Even if it was some‐
thing as simple as spending time reading a book, meditating, or
connecting with friends. The goal is to find ways you can grow in
any fashion, whether that is spiritually, emotionally, or anything else.
Bonus: Quarterly Starred Review
Every quarter I review all the starred notes in my Weekly
Journal and Shower Thoughts. Anytime I have a particularly
profound entry, I’ll star it and take time to re-read it in the hopes of
reminding me what previous thoughts, emotions and experiences
have led me to become who I am today.

REFLECTION TEMPLATES_

ANNUAL REVIEW

Instead of doing a “New Year’s Resolution”, I look back at the past
year and ask myself an assortment of questions. It takes about an
hour but that’s an hour of thinking how the past year went and
what you plan to do different this year.
Some of these were borrowed from Tim Ferriss’s list of ques‐
tions. I sorted through the list and combined my own and the best
ones of his to come up with the list below:
BEST & WORST

1. Create a Positive / Negative list below.
2. Grab a notepad and create two columns: POSITIVE
and NEGATIVE. Go through your calendar from the
last year, looking at every week. For each week, jot down
on the pad any people and activities that triggered peak
positive or negative emotions for that month. Once
you’ve gone through the past year, look at your notepad
list and ask “What 20% of each column produced the
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3.
4.
5.
6.

most reliable or powerful peaks?” Based on the answers,
take your “positive” leaders and schedule more of them
in the year ahead. Get them on the calendar now! Books
things with friends and prepay for shit now! That’s step
one. Step two is to take your “negative” leaders, put
“NOT-TO-DO LIST” at the top, and put them
somewhere you can see them each morning for the first
few weeks of the new year. These are the people and
things you *know* make you miserable, so don’t put
them on your calendar out of obligation, guilt, FOMO,
or other nonsense.
What were your highlights from the last year?
What went well? What were you proud of ? What
brought you joy and meaning?
What were your low points from the last year?
What sucked? What went wrong? What made you sad /
hurt / angry?

LIFE AUDIT

Let's take stock of things as they are right now shall we? In this next
section, we will conduct a life audit covering 8 major areas. Please
be honest and rate how your current level of satisfaction in all these
areas. Rate how satisfied you are right now with the following 8
areas of your life
Health and physical fitness (1-5)
Are you doing well in terms of nutrition, sleep and physical
activity? Are you happy with the way you look? Your energy levels?
Friendship and Community (1-5)
Do you have close friends you spend time with? Do you feel
connected to your neighborhood? Are you happy with your social
life?
Love and Relationship (1-5)
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Do you feel loved? Are you happy with the intimacy, romance,
and sex in your life?
Personal Growth (1-5)
Are you getting opportunities to grow as a person? Express your‐
self creatively? Learn new things? Is there adventure in your life?
Career (1-5)
Are you advancing in your role? Are you taking on more respon‐
sibility and gaining new skills and experiences? If you're not in the
right role / industry, are you making an effort to change this?
Finances (1-5)
Are you in a strong financial position? Do you have a good mix
of cash, stocks, bonds, and other investments? Are you happy with
your income?
Well Being (1-5)
Do you have a healthy, positive outlook on life? How is your
emotional health? If you are religious or spiritual, how well are you
connecting with that part of yourself?

PLANNING FOR THE YEAR AHEAD!

Alright, now that you've looked at the past and taken stock of where
you are today, it's time to look to the future.
1. What are some of the things you want to accomplish,
become, and contribute to the world this year? Don't
hold back! We'll trim down in the next question
2. Looking back at that list, what are the top 3-5 things
that, if are successful, would make the year ahead a huge
win for you? Choose things that excite you and that
you'd proud of.
3. Thinking about those goals — what are important habits
and actions you need to start doing in order to achieve
those goals? As a wise person once said ... in order to
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

have what you've never had, you gotta do what you've
never done.
What next steps can you take this week that would get
you closer to your goals?
Don't just think about this stuff ! Make a plan to take
action in the next 7 days
What next steps can you take this week that would get
you closer to your goals?
Don't just think about this stuff ! Make a plan to take
action in the next 7 days
If you had to give 20XX a theme, what would it be? E.g.
The Year of New Beginnings. The Year of Riding the
Rollercoaster.

REMINDING YOURSELF TO BE PRESENT WITH THE LIFE CALENDAR

All this journaling business aside, the ultimate goal of the disci‐
pline is to become more present with who and what we are, to be
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able to take pleasure out of seemingly the most mundane things,
allowing you to appreciate them before they’re gone.
Apart from a weekly journal, I also have a Life Calendar.
Created by the popular blog, “WaitButWhy,” and explained in this
fantastic post, Tim Urban proceeds to explain why we should all
have such a calendar. I consider filling out each week to be the final
chapter on every week.
I utilize a color-coded system to rate each week and the larger
calendar gives me just enough space to add 2-3 tag words to
describe the focus of that week. While of course you can use it
however you like, I’ve adapted a color coded system which corre‐
sponds with how I think each week went:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Green = Amazing Week
Blue = Average/Productive Week
Orange = Stressful Week
Red = Something really bad happened
Purple = Travel / Vacation

Being able to tie the week colors with your Journals will give you
the chance to be able to find out what caused those amazing or
stressful weeks. They serve as markers for how you’ve lived your life
and a reminder that there’s only so much life to live.
CONCLUSION: ARE YOU READY TO START REFLECTING?

I found that reflection has helped me greatly become content with
the life I’ve lived and the people I surround myself with. Once I felt
like a nobody; today, I embrace who I am, both my capabilities and
my shortcomings, and work in a way that I once thought impossible.
By implementing reflection into your life, whether that is
through journaling, meditation, or simply being present with the
numerous gifts around you, you can choose to live a better life, one
that is free from your own tyranny, and one in which you can depart
with knowing that you did, good work.
I will conclude this short work by compelling you as best I can to
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think about your Why? Why do you do what you do? Who do you
want to become?
At the end of the day though, we must be willing to accept the
fact that we may never fully understand ourselves or why we do
anything. There are so many questions about who we are and why
we do what we do. So don’t take yourself too seriously.
If this eBook helped you in any way, or if you're facing a chal‐
lenge and want some help, Send me a quick email to me@codym‐
clain.com and I’ll be glad to help.
Now, it would be unfitting for me not to leave on a deep note, so
I’ll close with the eerie song “Am I” by the indie band Gungor. It
encourages us to question who we are, yet reminds us to not get lost
in the process. At the end of the day, who we really are will always
remain a great mystery to us.
Gungor | Am I One Wild Life: Soul - YouTube

BOOKS TO READ_

The following is a list of books I’d highly recommend you consider
reading for more insight on how to live a better life and how to be
more content with the person you are and can become.
Barking Up the Wrong Tree: The Surprising Science
Behind Why Everything You Know About Success Is
(Mostly) Wrong by Eric Barker
The Road to Character by David Brooks
The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck: A Counterintuitive
Approach to Living a Good Life by Mark Manson
Mindset: The New Psychology of Success by Carol S.
Dweck
Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman
The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle
The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning
Trials into Triumph by Ryan Holiday
Personal Development for Smart People by Steve Pavlina
Radical Acceptance by Tara Brach
Tribe of Mentors: Short Life Advice from the Best in the
World by Tim Ferris
Tools of Titans by Tim Ferris
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The Art of Habit Building by Dan Stevens
The Motivation Hacker by Nick Winter
Cognitive Behavior Therapy: Change your Thoughts,
Change your Feelings, Change your Behavior by KL
Hammond
Man’s Search for Meaning by Viktor E. Frankl
The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life
and Business by Charles Duhigg
The War of Art by Steven Pressfield
A Guide to the Good Life: The Ancient Art of Stoic Joy
by William B. Irvine
Essentialism by Greg McKeown

DAYONE JOURNALS_

Bonus Journals
These are journals I also have inside of DayOne. They’re inter‐
esting but not necessary by any means, so listing them here and their
purpose in case you might find the idea of any use for you in your
life.
Shower Thoughts
I named this journal after the popular /r/showerthoughts
Subreddit where users post profound realizations or deep thought
essays. If I ever have such a “profound realization,” an “aha
moment,” I write it down in this Journal as soon as I can. Most of
the time I will then follow-up with more thoughts about it as the
week draws to an end with my Weekly Journal.
External Entries
Here I keep any documents or information that isn’t from email
or slack. It’s interesting, funny, or important documents (or miscella‐
neous information).
Email & Slack
Here lies all the most interesting, important slack conversations
and emails. In fact I have an IFTTT configured so any emails I star
automatically get posted into this Journal.
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Click or tap the image to view the IFTTT.

Social Media
I do not manually insert any content into this journal, it’s a
collection of IFTTT connections that automatically import content
posted on my Facebook and Instagram accounts.

Click or tap the image to view the IFTTT.

Productivity
Again, I don’t create anything in this journal. Rather, it auto‐
matically imports any tasks I complete inside Todoist. It serves no
purpose right now other than collecting information, in the hopes
I’ll be able to look back at important entries, thoughts, or habits,
and make connections between positive and negative experiences or
behaviors that affect my productivity.
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Click or tap the image to view the IFTTT.

Health
This automatically imports data from my Withings Scale and
Withings Blood Pressure monitor.

Click or tap the image to view the IFTTT.
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